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As the size of data growing at a rapid pace, clustering a very large data set inevitably incurs a time-con-
suming process. To improve the efficiency of clustering, sampling is usually used to scale down the size of
data set. However, with sampling applied, how to allocate unlabeled objects into proper clusters is a very
difficult problem. In this paper, based on the frequency of attribute values in a given cluster and the dis-
tributions of attribute values in different clusters, a novel similarity measure is proposed to allocate each
unlabeled object into the corresponding appropriate cluster for clustering categorical data. Furthermore,
a labeling algorithm for categorical data is presented, and its corresponding time complexity is analyzed
as well. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is shown by the experiments on real-world data sets.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The goal of clustering (Han & Kamber, 2001) is to partition a
data set consisting of n points embedded in m-dimensional space
into k distinct set of clusters, such that the data points within
the same cluster are more similar to each other than to data points
in other clusters according to some objective function that defines
the similarity or dissimilarity among objects. Clustering has been
studied in many research areas including pattern recognition, ma-
chine learning, statistical learning, data mining, text mining, and
bioinformatics (Duda, Hart, & Stork, 2001; Hastie, Tibshirani, &
Friedman, 2001; Jain & Dubes, 1988; Jain, Murty, & Flynn, 1999)
and has been used in numerous application domains (Berkhin,
2002; Chen, Han, & Yu, 1996; Jain, Duin, & Mao, 2000; Xu & Wu,
2005).

As the size of data growing at a rapid pace, clustering a very
large data set inevitably incurs a time-consuming process. Sam-
pling has been recognized as an important technique to improve
the efficiency of clustering. A typical approach to utilize sampling
techniques on clustering is to randomly choose a small data set
from the original data set, and the clustering algorithm is executed
on the small sampled set. However, with sampling applied, those
objects that are not sampled will not have their labels. For exam-
ple, when we perform clustering for customers’ segmentation with
sampling techniques, a part of customers are sampled and grouped
after clustering. Thus, the other customers that are not sampled
will not obtain the cluster labels and do not belong to any seg-
ments. Without loss of generality, the goal of clustering is to allo-
ll rights reserved.
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cate every object into an appropriate cluster. Therefore, an efficient
method which is able to allocate the unclustered objects into
appropriate cluster is very necessary.

In the numerical domain, there is a common solution to mea-
sure the similarity between an unclustered object and a cluster
based on the distance between the unclustered object and the cen-
troid of that cluster (Jain et al., 1999). Each unclustered object can
be allocated to the cluster with the minimal distance. However,
categorical attributes also prevalently exist in the real world. Min-
kowski metric, which is only to numeric data, becomes difficult to
capture this notion for categorical attributes. Therefore, how to
allocate unlabeled data object into proper clusters remains a chal-
lenging issue in the categorical domain.

Recently, assigning the unclustered categorical data objects to
the clusters generated by using the sampled objects has attracted
some attention. Similar to centroid (mean) of numerical attribute,
in k-modes (Huang, 1998) algorithm, a cluster is represented by
‘‘mode”, which is composed by the most frequent attribute value
in each attribute domain in this cluster. Therefore, the similarity
between an unclustered object and a cluster, namely the similarity
between an unclustered object and the mode of a cluster, can be
calculated by simple similarity matching, i.e., comparing two iden-
tical categorical values yields a difference of one, while comparing
two distinct categorical values yields a difference of zero. The
unclustered object is labeled to the cluster that obtained the max-
imal similarity. However, modes are not unique, and it is question-
able using only one attribute value in each attribute domain to
represent a cluster. ROCK (Guha, Rastogi, & Shim, 1999) uses the
concept of a link to measure the similarity between categorical pat-
terns. A measure link(pi,pj) is defined as the number of common
neighbors between two patterns pi and pj. The objective of the
algorithm is to group together patterns that have more links. In
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the final labeling phase of ROCK algorithm, clusters are repre-
sented by several representative objects, and each pattern x of
the remaining patterns is assigned to the cluster l such that x has
the maximum neighbors in lth cluster. Although ROCK provides
high quality on the clustering results, the allocating procedure that
measures the similarity between unclustered objects and each rep-
resentative object is a very time-consuming process. In Chen, Chu-
ang, and Chen (2008), a model named maximal resemblance data
labeling (MARDL) was proposed to allocate each unclustered object
into the corresponding appropriate cluster based on the novel cat-
egorical clustering representative. Although MARDL exhibits high
execution efficiency and can achieve high intra-cluster similarity
and low inter-cluster similarity, a user-specified parameter is
essential to pruning algorithm and the NNIR tree constructing
needs cost. The above-mentioned methods entirely adopted the
representative of the cluster; however, it is very difficult to charac-
terize and summary the clustering results by the representative of
the cluster.

In this paper, a mechanism named rough membership func-
tion-based similarity (abbreviated as RMFS) is to allocate each
unclustered categorical data object into the corresponding proper
cluster. The allocating process is referred to as data labeling: to
give each unclustered object a cluster label. For simplicity, we call
the unclustered object as unlabeled object in the sequel. These
unlabeled objects will be allocated into clusters by two phases,
namely, the cluster analysis phase and the data labeling phase,
which are briefly described below. In the cluster analysis phase,
we can generate clustering result on sampled set by choosing
the corresponding categorical clustering algorithms, such as k-
modes algorithm (Huang, 1998), fuzzy k-modes algorithm (Huang
& Ng, 1999), fuzzy k-modes algorithm with fuzzy centroid (Kim,
Lee, & Lee, 2004), and so on. In the data labeling phase, according
to RMFS similarity measure, each unlabeled object is allocated
into the cluster which possesses the maximal similarity. Further-
more, a labeling algorithm for categorical data is presented, and
its corresponding time complexity is analyzed as well. The effec-
tiveness of the proposed algorithm is validated by the experi-
ments on real-world data sets.

The outline of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2,
the similarity between an unlabeled object and a cluster is defined.
In Section 3, a labeling algorithm for categorical data is proposed,
and its corresponding time complexity is analyzed. Section 4 illus-
trates the performance study on real data sets. Section 5 concludes
the paper.
2. Similarity measure between a cluster and an unlabeled object

In this section, for convenience, we first give the definition of a
categorical information system. In the following, we review some
basic concepts of rough set theory, such as the indiscernibility rela-
tion, rough membership function, and so on. Then, a novel similar-
ity between an unlabeled object and a cluster is defined by
considering the frequency of attribute values in a given cluster
and the distributions of attribute values in different clusters.

In general, we assume the set of objects to be clustered is stored
in a table, where each row (tuple) represents the fact about an ob-
ject. A data table is also called an information system. Data in the
real world are prevalently described by categorical attributes.
More formally, a categorical information system can be defined
as a quadruple IS = (U, A, V, f), where U is the nonempty set of ob-
jects, called the universe, A is the nonempty set of attributes, V is
the union of all attribute domains, i.e., V =

S
a2AVa, where Va is the

domain of attribute a and it is finite and unordered.
f: U � A ? V – a mapping called an information function such

that for any x 2 U and a 2 A, f(x,a) 2 Va.
Rough set theory introduced by Pawlak (1982) is a kind of sym-
bolic machine learning technology for categorical information sys-
tems with uncertainty information (Liang & Li, 2005; Liang, Wang,
& Qian, 2009). In recent years, rough set theory has attracted close
attention in some clustering literatures. Parmar, Wu, and Black-
hurst (2007) proposed a new algorithm MMR (Min-Min-Rough-
ness) for clustering categorical data based on rough set theory,
which has the ability to handle the uncertainty in the clustering
process. By the notion of rough membership function in rough
set theory, Jiang, Sui, and Cao (2008) defined the rough outlier fac-
tor for outlier detection. Chen and Wang (2006) presented an im-
proved clustering algorithm based on rough set and Shannon’s
Entropy theory. Based on the neighborhood-based rough set mod-
el, an initialization method for the k-means algorithm was pre-
sented (Cao, Liang, & Jiang, 2009).

For ease of presentations, we first review some basic concepts of
rough set theory.

Definition 1. Let IS = (U, A, V, f) be a categorical information
system, for any attribute subset P # A, a binary relation IND(P),
called indiscernibility relation, is defined as

INDðPÞ ¼ fðx; yÞ 2 U � Uj8a 2 P; f ðx; aÞ ¼ f ðy; aÞg:
It is obvious that IND(P) is an equivalence relation on U and

IND(P) =
T

a2PIND({a}).

Given P # A, the relation IND(P) induces a partition of U, de-
noted by U=INDðPÞ ¼ f½x�UP jx 2 Ug, where ½x�UP denotes the equiva-
lence class determined by x with respect to P, i.e., ½x�UP ¼
fy 2 Ujðx; yÞ 2 INDðPÞg.

Definition 2. Let IS = (U, A, V, f) be a categorical information
system, P # A and X # U. The rough membership function
lP

U;X : U ! ½0;1� is defined as

lP
U;XðxÞ ¼

j½x�UP
T

Xj
j½x�UP j

:

The rough membership function quantifies the degree of rela-
tive overlap between the set X and the equivalence class ½x�UP to
which x belongs.

In classical set theory, an element either belongs to a set or not.
The corresponding membership function is the characteristic func-
tion for the set, i.e., the function takes values 1 and 0, respectively.
However, the rough membership function takes values between 0
and 1.

Example 1. Consider the data set in Table 1.
This is a categorical information system, where U = {x1,x2, . . . ,

x19} and A = {A1,A2,A3}. Let X = {x1,x2, . . . ,x10} and P = {A1, A2}.
By Definition 2, it is easy to obtain that

lP
U;Xðx17Þ ¼

j½x17�UP
T

Xj
j½x17�Pj

¼ fx7; x11; x13; x17g
T
fx1; x2; . . . ; x10g

fx7; x11; x13; x17g
¼ 1

4
:

In order to measure the similarity between an unlabeled object
and a cluster, an improved definition of rough membership func-
tion is given.
Definition 3. Let IS = (U, A, V, f) be a categorical information
system, P # A, U = S [ Q and S \ Q = ;. For any x 2 Q and X # S, the
rough membership function lP

Q ;X : Q ! ½0;1� is defined as

lP
Q ;XðxÞ ¼

j½x�SP
T

Xj
j½x�SP j

; if ½x�SP – ;;

0; otherwise;

8<
:

where



Table 1
An example data set.

Objects A1 A2 A3

x1 a m c
x2 b m b
x3 c f c
x4 a m a
x5 a m c
x6 c f a
x7 c m a
x8 c f c
x9 a f b
x10 b m a
x11 c m c
x12 c f b
x13 c m b
x14 b m c
x15 a f a
x16 a m c
x17 c m a
x18 b f b
x19 a f c
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½x�SP ¼ fu 2 Sj8a 2 P; f ðu; aÞ ¼ f ðx; aÞg:

In Definition 3, the domain of the rough membership function is
a subset Q of U, not the universe U. Moreover, we only consider the
equivalence class of x on set S with respect to attribute set P.

For the rough membership function lP
Q ;X of Definition 3, it is

easy to prove the following properties.

Property 1. If ½x�SP # X, then lP
Q ;XðxÞ ¼ 1;
Property 2. If ½x�SP
T

X ¼ ; or ½x�SP ¼ ;, then lP
Q ;XðxÞ ¼ 0;
Property 3. For any a 2 P, if x, y 2 Q and f(x, a) = f(y, a), then
lP

Q ;XðxÞ ¼ lP
Q ;XðyÞ;
Property 4. If X, Y # S and X # Y, for any x 2 Q, then
lP

Q ;XðxÞ 6 lP
Q ;YðxÞ.
Example 2 (Continued from Example 1). Let S = {x1,x2, . . . ,x15},
Q = U � S, X = {x1,x2, . . . ,x10} and P = {A1, A2}. Then,

lP
S;Xðx17Þ ¼

j½x17�SP
T

Xj
j½x17�SP j

¼ fx7; x11; x13g
T
fx1; x2; . . . ; x10g

fx7; x11; x13g
¼ 1

3
:

Definition 3 quantifies the degree of relative overlap between
the subset X of S and the equivalence class ½x�SP to which x belongs.
As the number of the attribute grows, the number of equivalence
class of the unlabeled object with respect to the given attribute
set decreases, which usually results in lP

S;XðxÞ ¼ 0. To overcome
these drawbacks, a novel similarity between an unlabeled object
and a cluster is defined as follows.
Definition 4. Let IS = (U, A, V, f) be a categorical information
system, P # A, U = S [ Q and S \ Q = ;. Suppose that a prior
clustering result S = {c1, c2, . . . ,ck} is given, where ci, 1 6 i 6 k, is
the ith cluster. For any x 2 Q, the similarity between an unlabeled
object x and a cluster ci with respect to P is defined as

SimPðx; ciÞ ¼
X
a2P

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
wa
p

�m0a;

where
wa ¼
j½x�Sfag

T
cij

j½x�Sfagj
;

m0a ¼
jfujf ðu; aÞ ¼ f ðx; aÞ;u 2 cigj

jcij

and jcij is the number of objects in the ith cluster. wa considers the
distribution of attribute value f(x,a) between clusters. m0a character-
izes the importance of the attribute value f(x,a) in the cluster ci with
respect to attribute a. Hence, SimP(x,ci) considers both the intra-
cluster similarity and the inter-cluster similarity.

Example 3 (Continued from Example 1 ). Let S = {c1,c2,c3}, where
c1 = {x1,x2, . . . ,x5}, c2 = {x6,x7, . . . ,x10}, c3 = {x11, x12, . . . ,x15},
P = A = {A1, A2, A3}.

According to Definition 4, it is clear that
SimPðx17; c1Þ ¼
X
a2P

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
wa
p

�m0a ¼
ffiffiffi
1
7

r
� 1

5
þ

ffiffiffi
4
9

r
� 4

5
þ

ffiffiffi
1
5

r
� 1

5

¼ 0:6984;

SimPðx17; c2Þ ¼
X
a2P

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
wa
p

�m0a ¼
ffiffiffi
3
7

r
� 3

5
þ

ffiffiffi
2
9

r
� 2

5
þ

ffiffiffi
3
5

r
� 3

5

¼ 1:0461;

and

SimPðx17; c3Þ ¼
X
a2P

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
wa
p

�m0a ¼
ffiffiffi
3
7

r
� 3

5
þ

ffiffiffi
3
9

r
� 3

5
þ

ffiffiffi
1
5

r
� 1

5

¼ 0:8286:

Similarly, we have that

SimPðx16; c1Þ ¼ 1:4224; SimPðx16; c2Þ ¼ 0:3597;
SimPðx16; c3Þ ¼ 0:6668;
SimPðx18; c1Þ ¼ 0:2971; SimPðx18; c2Þ ¼ 0:6397;
SimPðx18; c3Þ ¼ 0:6293

and

SimPðx19; c1Þ ¼ 0:9707; SimPðx19; c2Þ ¼ 0:5954;
SimPðx19; c3Þ ¼ 0:5513:

Obviously, x17 and x18 can be allocated the cluster c2. x16 and x19

are labeled to the cluster c1.

Note that after executing the data labeling phase, the unlabeled
objects obtain a cluster label but is not really added to the cluster.

3. Data labeling algorithm based on RMFS

The goal of clustering is to allocate every data object into an
appropriate cluster. In the cluster analysis phase, we can generate
clustering result by choosing the corresponding categorical clus-
tering algorithm, such as the k-modes algorithm on sampled data
set. In the data labeling phase, each unlabeled object is given a la-
bel of appropriate cluster according to RMFS. The pseudocode of
labeling unlabeled categorical data algorithm based on RMFS is de-
scribed in Table 2.

The runtime complexity of cluster analysis phase is dependent
on the using categorical clustering algorithm. The runtime com-
plexity of data labeling phase can be analyzed as follows. The run-
time complexity for computing the similarity between arbitrary
unlabeled object and a cluster is O(jSjjPj). Therefore, the whole
computational cost of the proposed algorithm is O(jSjjPjjQjk). Based
on the above analysis, the time complexity on the data labeling



Table 2
Data labeling algorithm based on RMFS.

1 Input: IS = (S
S

Q, A, V, f), where S is a sampled data, Q is an unlabeled data
set,

2 k is the number of clusters;
3 Generate a partition S = {c1,c2, . . . ,ck} of S with respect to A by calling the
4 corresponding categorical clustering algorithm;
5 For i = 1 to jQj
6 For j = 1 to k
7 calculate the similarity between the ith object and the jth cluster
8 according to Definition 4, and the ith object is labeled to the cluster
9 that obtained the maximum similarity;
10 End;
11 End;
12 Output: each object of Q is labeled to the cluster that obtained
13 the maximum similarity.

Table 3
The clustering accuracy of the k-modes algorithm with the two dissimilarity
measures on entire data set.

Data set Huang’s measure Ng’s measure

Mushroom (removed) 0.7829 0.7868
Mushroom (replaced) 0.7218 0.7836

Table 4
The accuracy comparison of different size: using the k-modes algorithm with Huang’s
measure on the sampled data set.

Size (%) Mushroom (removed) Mushroom (replaced)

1 0.7808 0.7412
3 0.7798 0.7497
5 0.8173 0.7676
7 0.7855 0.7653
9 0.7960 0.7618
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phase is linear with respect to the number of the objects in the
unlabeled data set Q.
Table 5
The accuracy comparison of different size: using the k-modes algorithm with Ng’s
measure on sampled data set.

Size (%) Mushroom (removed) Mushroom (replaced)

1 0.7755 0.7517
3 0.7369 0.7929
5 0.7872 0.8086
7 0.7921 0.7920
9 0.7965 0.8165
4. Experimental analysis

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed algorithm. In Section 4.1, the test environment and the data
set used are described. Section 4.2 presents the accuracy of the
proposed algorithm on the real data sets.

4.1. Simulation environment and data sets

All of our experiments are conducted on a PC with Intel Pentium
D (2.8 G) processor, 1 GB memory, and Windows XP SP3 profes-
sional operating system installed. In all the experiments, the ran-
dom sample technique is used for data sampling, and the k-
modes algorithms with the two different measure are chosen to
do clustering on the sampled data set, respectively. One real data
set, Mushroom data set (UCI Machine Learning Repository, 2009)
is used in our study to demonstrate the effectiveness of the RMFS.
In the following, the real data set which is utilized in the experi-
ments is described.

There are 8124 objects described by 22 categorical attributes in
Mushroom data set. Each object describes the physical characteris-
tics of a single mushroom. Each object belongs to one of two clas-
ses: edible (e) and poisonous (p). The mushroom data set contains
2480 objects with missing attribute values. In order to test the sta-
bility of the proposed algorithm, we discuss two cases in the exper-
iments. One case is that missing attribute values are replaced with
a special value, the other case is the objects with missing attribute
values are removed.

4.2. Evaluation on accuracy

In this evaluation, the accuracy of the proposed algorithm is
compared against the results of clustering entire data set. The
accuracy of clustering and data labeling are calculated by the fol-
lowing equations:

ACU ¼
Pk

i¼1ai

jUj ;

and

ACQ ¼
Pk

i¼1bi

jQ j ;

respectively, where k is the number of clusters of the data, ai is the
number of objects that are correctly assigned to the class ci on the U,
bi is the number of objects that are correctly assigned to the class ci

on the unlabeled set Q.
First, we carried out 50 runs of the k-modes algorithm with the

two different dissimilarity measures (Huang, 1998; Ng, Li, Huang,
& He, 2007) on Mushroom data sets, respectively. In each run,
the same initial cluster centers were used for the two different dis-
similarity measures. The experimental results are summarized in
Table 3. Each value in Table 3 is the average of 50 times
experiments.

From Table 3, we can find that Ng’s measure is superior to
Huang’s measure.

Furthermore, the k-modes algorithms with the two different
measures are chosen to do clustering on sampled data set, respec-
tively, and the clustering accuracy on Mushroom data set are
shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.

Comparing Table 3 with Tables 4 and 5, we can find that the
accuracy of RMFS with different size mostly outperforms that of
the entire data set on using Huang’s measure or Ng’s measure.
The situation is bad when size is 1% and 3%. This result can be ex-
plained by the reason that the number of objects of sampled data
may be too small. In addition, as the k-modes algorithm is depen-
dent on the initial centers, the clustering results obtained from the
sample data set may not be similar to that obtained from the ori-
ginal data set. Therefore, the data labeling results are influenced di-
rectly by the clustering result obtained from the sampled data set.

5. Conclusions

Data labeling techniques have become an important issue in
machine learning. In the categorical domain, the problem of how
to allocate the unlabeled objects into appropriate clusters has not
been fully explored in the previous works. In this paper, based
on the rough membership function and the frequency of attribute
values, a new similarity measure for allocating the unlabeled ob-
jects into appropriate clusters has been defined. A distinct charac-
teristic of the new similarity measure is to characterize the
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distribution of the attribute values in the different clusters and the
frequency of the attribute values in given cluster, which consider
both the intra-cluster similarity and the inter-cluster similarity.
Based on the proposed similarity measure, a data labeling algo-
rithm has been presented for clustering categorical data, and its
corresponding time complexity has been analyzed as well. The re-
sults of comparative experiments on Mushroom data sets from UCI
have shown the effectiveness of the new similarity measure.
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